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‡ Strike a Pose.
2 minutes read- Katharina Kowalewski, 11/07/2013

One of the very first yoga

instructors to share her

skills via online videos,

Tara is a digital veteran

and great inspiration for

modern urbanites. “I started

making YouTube videos in

2006, at a time when the

platform was mostly filled

with cat videos. I wanted to

challenge the idea that

yoga has to be done in an

ashram or by the ocean,

accompanied by soothing

flutes.” With her trademark

yoga poses tied to unusual

locations, Tara’s Instagram

stream shows the brunette

beauty doing yoga at Times

Square, bending limbs on

Singapore rooftops, or doing

an impromptu handstand in

front of the Louvre in Paris.

A born traveler, Tara loves

Paris for its ridiculous

beauty, NYC for the sizzling

energy, Miami for the

beaches and Malaysia for
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its welcoming people, great

food, and diverse culture.

But what is her favorite spot

in the world? “Japan. I’m in

LOVE with it for so many

reasons: How the people are,

the subtleness of business,

the respect that is

customary, the culture, and

the super smart innovations

that blend effortlessly into

daily life.”

This effortless everyday

integration also applies to

yoga – Tara’s personal

motivation and mission. The

supple enthusiast likes to

strike a pose at urban spots

around the world … and

only the sky is the limit. Or

is it? “I was just in Malaysia

and (…) on a helipad, which

was just incredible. Yoga in

the sky.”

Ahead of the curve, Tara

knows that urban yoga is

the next big trend. And if

you approach your practice

with open eyes, each city

offers amazing open-air

spots to stretch, breathe,

and meditate. “Anytime I’m

outside and the weather is

nice, when I’m leading a

class or just practicing, this

makes me smile big time.”

Asked about some cool

outdoor locations, she

mentions beaches and LA’s

Runyon Canyon as the most

obvious examples. For a

mindful day in Paris, try

practicing at the Jardin des

Tuileries, Buttes Chaumont,

or the Parc des Vincennes

My Reading ListMy Reading List

Strike a Pose. (/en/strike-

a-pose/)

2 minutes read- Katharina

Kowalewski, 11/07/2013
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with its Buddhist center

and plenty of space for

yoga, running, and

mediation. NYC, too, offers

plenty of green spaces for

an outdoor yoga routine –

think Central Park,

Riverside Park, Bryant Park,

or Brooklyn’s beautiful

Prospect Park. Meanwhile,

Londoners could head to

one of the Royal Parks (see

Tara’s London autumn

images) like London Fields,

Victoria Park, and Hyde

Park to recreate that perfect

tree pose.

At the same time, greenery

is strictly optional, as Tara

likes to emphasize. “If you

are waiting for a train and

not too shy, it’s nice to do a

little shoulder opener to

release shoulder tension.”

In the end, each metropolis

has its green spots and we

will probably get used to

seeing people being less

self-conscious about their

outside activities. “People

tell me that I make it easy

for them to connect to

themselves. Most yoga out

there is about doing a pose

perfectly or feeling like you

should be someone or

something different from

what you are.” Just follow

Tara’s life philosophy and

“… make your own rules.

Follow your intuition. Move

with ease.”

In this spirit – and if you

need some extra help with

your routine – you might

like to check out the app by

Tara Stiles and the

Kowalewski, 11/07/2013

Pop in for a coffee and a

few million bucks.

(/en/pop-in-for-a-

coffee-and-a-few-

million-bucks/)

1 minute read- Editorial team,

09/01/2014
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wonderful spiritual teacher

Deepak Chopra. Just enjoy

the ride. And reclaim all

those free spots of your city

as a living and breathing

sculpture of your own.

Text: Katharina Kowalewski
Header image: prenz66/ 
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A bit of peace in the big city; photo by 

(http://smart-
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‡ Make Some Noise.
4 minutes read- 11/21/2013

Let’s start with an easyLet’s start with an easy

one: What exactly is one: What exactly is 

Soundwalk is a collective of

artists who create sound

pieces. There are many

different aspects to the

project, ranging from

traveling and collecting

different urban sounds to

creating an audible story.

Or it might involve crossing

ten countries, from ghetto

to ghetto, to gather aural

information on the lives of

European gypsies – and

then there is a recent piece

I did with 

on the last poem by Nico.

Soundwalk?Soundwalk?

(http://www.soundwalk.com/)(http://www.soundwalk.com/)

Patti Smith

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patti_Smith)

http://www.soundwalk.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patti_Smith
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Do you still rememberDo you still remember

what sparked the ideawhat sparked the idea

for these Soundwalkfor these Soundwalk

audio tours?audio tours?

At the time it all started, I

was living in NYC, so this is

also where the first

recordings were made. I

launched Soundwalk to

create something like a

movie soundtrack, with you

as the main protagonist.

Basically, you take this

audio track, start out in a

particular location, and

once you press play this

voice takes control of you

and transports you into the

narrator’s life and through

their own view of the city.

Suddenly, the city and its

streets become the

backdrop of a story you

hear. And we push the

whole thing pretty far; to

the point where you can get

codes to access apartments

or someone’s room – there

is this sense of complete

surrender to the voice, of

really putting yourself in

occasionally crazy

situations.

The Soundwalk collective in Hyères

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/The-

Soundwalk-collective-in-Hyeres.jpg)

http://smart-magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/The-Soundwalk-collective-in-Hyeres.jpg
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Who is behind theseWho is behind these

voices?voices?

I started to do walks in the

South Bronx with 

, the godfather of hip-hop,

or I might take a walk with

an underground gangster in

Chinatown. There are also

some very extreme walks,

for example with an ultra-

orthodox Jewish community

in Williamsburg, where you

are dressed as one of them,

visiting different

synagogues and other

pertinent places. Each time,

it is all about the idea of

immersing yourself in a

landscape and community.

After a while, I was

approached by some

celebrities. So, I did walks

with 

, 

, or a seductive tour with 

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/Soundwalk1.jpg)

Afrika Bambaataa

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afrika_Bambaataa)

Jeanne Moreau

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeanne_Moreau)

Paul Auster

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Auster)

Lou Doillon

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lou_Doillon)
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at night in Pigalle. And our

tours in Asia have been a

huge success: We did one

with the actress 

in Beijing and one with 

in Hong Kong. Over the

years, I must have recorded

30-40 walks. By now, I am a

little bit tired of them and

prefer to explore more

artistic sound projects.

How important is soundHow important is sound

to you in urban space?to you in urban space?

Sound can radically change

the experience of a city.

Every city has its own

sound DNA. It is almost like

a smell; it reaches your

emotional brain straight

away. There is power in

sound. For me, every sound

has equal value.

The problem is that we don’t

really pay attention to

sound anymore. We have

become such visual people.

We look, look, look. But we

don’t really listen. We just

take the sound around us

Gong Li

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gong_Li)

Shu Qi

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shu_Qi)

At a performance of the collective

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/Performance-

by-Soundwalk.jpg)

1 minute read- Gregor

Wildermann, 11/26/2014

Local Secrets Florence.

(/en/georgette-jupe-girl-

florence-smart/)

5 minutes read- David Lütke,

Alexandra Schade, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gong_Li
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shu_Qi
http://smart-magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/Performance-by-Soundwalk.jpg
http://www.smart-magazine.com/en/georgette-jupe-girl-florence-smart/
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for granted; we think it’s

normal, but sound is just as

rare and precious as visual

experiences. It only exists

for a brief second. Whatever

we hear right now, we will

never get to hear again. It is

an ongoing flow. And the

beauty lies in paying

attention to this flow.

Have you noticed aHave you noticed a

change in the sounds ofchange in the sounds of

big modern cities? Orbig modern cities? Or

even a trend?even a trend?

Most cities are now about

being quiet and creating

new environments for

pleasant sounds. I think

this trend is a big mistake.

A city should be noisy; it

should be loud. A city with

less and less sound, like

Geneva in Switzerland, or

even like what is starting to

happen in Paris, feels dead

to me. Urban sound has this

beautiful creative punk

quality. If you go to Asian

cities like 

or Jakarta, they exude a

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/Soundwalk-

in-Hyeres.jpg)

Mumbai

(http://betterymagazine.com/stories/change-

of-view-mumbai/)

http://smart-magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/Soundwalk-in-Hyeres.jpg
http://betterymagazine.com/stories/change-of-view-mumbai/
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chaotic madness of sound

that I find really attractive.

This is what I am looking

for as a sound recordist and

artist. There is nothing

more exciting than just

being able to drift through

these oceans of sound and

capturing all these

unimaginable overlapping

noises made by voices, cars,

traffic, animals, and

markets. This chaos brings

a city to life.

Why are our citiesWhy are our cities

“shutting up”?“shutting up”?

When a city gets wealthy, it

starts to take away the

sound. Rich cities tend to be

scared of sound. They are

scared of everything. They

are always looking for more

security and peace, so the

sound slowly fades away.

The soundscapes in less

affluent cities are so much

more lively. And this is what

I fell in love with when I

first came to New York –

this chaotic melange of

sound, this mad swirl of

voices, music, and boom

boxes assaulting you from

every corner. But just like it

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/Fun-

at-a-performance.jpg)

http://smart-magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/Fun-at-a-performance.jpg
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did in Paris, sound seems to

have lost its intensity and

immediacy. Maybe cities

have become more civilized,

but they have also lost their

rawness and edge.

So, what could we do toSo, what could we do to

improve our own soundimprove our own sound

experience?experience?

Add sound – don’t take it

away. Express yourself;

start to sing and scream

again. We are getting

increasingly dull; we are

fading away in today’s

society. Just scream! It

releases so much tension,

it’s crazy– have you ever

done that? You might look

like a loon, but it feels so

good. And if you have

talent, sing – sing in the

streets. I would love it if

people produced more noise.

Anything that breaks the

silence is very interesting.

And just listen to all the

sounds around you. Use

your ears as a microphone.

Pay attention to the little

nuances, the little sounds,

the sleeping beauties, and

strange sound mixes of your

city. Don’t judge it. This is a

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/The-

collective.jpg)

http://smart-magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/The-collective.jpg
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�

constant flow. Close your

eyes and listen. It’s not just

traffic. There is much more

to sound than we think.

There are thousands of

sounds coexisting when you

are walking around a city.

What is your favoriteWhat is your favorite

urban sound?urban sound?

Usually, I am in love with

the sound I just recorded.

My last recording was in

Odessa. I left my recorder

on during the night –

which is something I do

very often. So, I collected

this all-night concert of

cats meowing and at some

point it segued into a

couple’s orgasm. It was the

most unexpected blend:

beautiful and rare.

What is your nextWhat is your next

project about? project about? 

I plan to record the

vibrations of Berlin’s

Berghain/Panorama Bar. We

will install some special

microphones in the

restrooms, the walls, and

the staircase – everywhere,

really, and these mics will

only record the vibrations

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/The-

Audience.jpg)

https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://www.smart-magazine.com/en/make-some-noise/
http://smart-magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/The-Audience.jpg
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some-
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(https://plus.google.com/share?

url=Check%20out%20this%20awesome%20article%20from%20the%20smart%20magazine%20http://www.smart-

magazine.com/en/make-

some-

noise/)

of the architecture caused

by the music. We don’t

capture the music itself, but

the dance of the building.

It’s all very urban, I guess!

Curious? Check out some

samples 

Interview: Katharina
Kowalewski
All photos, incl. the header
image: Soundwalk
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‡ Get Your Hands Dirty.
2 minutes read- 11/20/2013

While others might

complain about all the

garbage littering their city,

this woman gets down to

cleaning it up. Armed with

nothing but her heart and

starting out with small

teams of volunteers, she

gets results that could

serve as an example for any

urban environment. Just

picture yourself dealing

with those annoying tax

documents on your desk –

by clearing them away, you

automatically also cleanse

your mind. Along those

lines, don’t complain: Just

get out there and pick up

the trash that annoys you!
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vision is a simple one. In

her opinion, “everyone

should have a home, a warm

meal a day, access to

education, and health care.”

To this end, the generous

“Mother of India” freely

shares her love to set an

example and make these

things happen. Although

she received the United

Nations’ Gandhi-King Award

for Non-Violence she does

not consider herself a

leader: “(…) everybody

wants to become a leader.

No one wants to become a

servant. In reality, the

world is badly in need of

servants, not leaders. A real

servant is a real leader.”

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/Amma.jpg)

Amma’s (http://amma.org/)

http://smart-magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/Amma.jpg
http://amma.org/
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To follow in her laudable

footsteps, just switching

our perspective from a

“what can I get” stance to a

“what can I give” approach

can make a huge difference

to our city and

surroundings. After all,

there are two distinct forms

of poverty: lack of food,

clothing, and shelter – or

the lack of love and

compassion. And lively

Amma was one of the first to

do something about it all;

barely seven years old, she

started to hug people in her

hometown and now she is

touring the world to

embrace more than

30,000,000 people around

the globe. With her heartfelt

love and generosity, she

touches people with her

mere presence – and a

gentle hug from her can

make us feel like a

cherished baby in our

mother’s arms again.

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/4th-

sunday-clean-sunday.jpg)

http://smart-magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/4th-sunday-clean-sunday.jpg
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After a long day of

mediation, ceremony, and

embracing, Amma started to

clean up the streets in front

of her Calcutta ashram at

night, supported by 800

volunteers from all over the

world. Once she noticed the

huge amounts of roadside

trash, she decided that she

had to help to clean up this

mess. Local people were

totally surprised when they

noticed the strangers

cleaning up their district.

Amma’s initiative served as

an eye-opener for them all

… and sometimes it does not

take very much to get the

ball rolling. The movement

also helped to clean slums

in Manila near the Paco

Market, improving

conditions for hundreds of

families. So, join the “Clean

City” efforts: Just grab

some gloves, a mask, and

then “walk your path and

clean your way.”

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/Collected-

findings.jpg)
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Naturally, not all cities

suffer from the same

overwhelming littering

problem, but most

metropolises could use

some cleaning up. Recently,

Amma started a project in

the Pacific Northwest with a

focus on ridding parks,

mostly in the Washington

and Seattle area, of

cigarette butts. Although

they might look small and

innocuous, these butts are

poisonous and have been

found in the stomachs of

birds and other animals

who often mistake the stubs

for food. Once again, the

project started out small,

with just 24 members, but

keeps growing in leaps and

bounds. And a day spend in

nature – moving around,

having fun with other

volunteers, and doing

something for your city – is

a day well spent. In India,

Amma’s Clean City

foundation has proclaimed

the fourth Sunday of every

month a Cleaning Day,

hoping that citizens will set

aside just one hour for

cleaning 

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/Informing-

the-people.jpg)

http://smart-magazine.com/content/uploads/2013/11/Informing-the-people.jpg
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. Who knows: Maybe one day

we will follow Amma’s

example and incorporate

some cleaning fun into our

birthday celebrations –

her’s included ridding a

Tokyo park of trash!

“The real mistake we

commit lies in our inability

to differentiate between

requirements and luxuries.”

Amma.

Text: Katharina Kowalewski
All photos, incl. the header
image: M.A. Center
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to get India a little bit closer to becoming

litter-free

(http://betterymagazine.com/news/facing-

indias-biggest-challenge-trash/)

(http://smart-
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‡ Homeboy Industries.
1 minute read- 03/27/2014

Once a gangster, always a

gangster seems to apply to

many young offenders: Two

thirds of them will be

rearrested – and up to a

third reincarcerated shortly

after release. But this is not

a rule set in stone.

In 1988, Father Greg – then

pastor at the Dolores

Mission Church in Los

Angeles – started the “Jobs

for a Future” initiative that

became 

in 2001.

Homeboy Industries

(http://www.homeboyindustries.org/)

http://www.homeboyindustries.org/
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Based in downtown LA,

Homeboy Industries aims to

make the city a better

place. Here, where crime

rates skyrocketed in

previous years, Homeboy

provides jobs and education

to former prisoners as an

alternative to gangs and

senseless violence. Fast-

forward a few years and the

project has evolved into the

country’s largest and most

successful gang

intervention, rehabilitation,

and re-entry program.

Homeboy helps high-risk

former gang members to get

back on track with anything

Group shot, on the right Father Greg

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2014/03/Gs-

Photo-Group-Shot-Garden-2.2.jpg)

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2014/03/Homegirl-

Garden.jpg)
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from tattoo removal and

resume writing or

employment training to

health care, therapy

sessions, and legal services.

It gives young men and

women, born or drawn into

the wrong environment, the

chance for a fresh start.

Here, they swap fights,

guns, and crime for tasty

pastry (Homeboy runs one

of the city’s finest

bakeries), cool style, and

plenty of hope. And what

might sound like a utopian

pipedream has become

reality for many homies.

Homeboy Industries bakery
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To date, Homeboy

Industries has helped more

My Reading ListMy Reading List

Homeboy Industries.

(/en/homeboy-

industries/)

1 minute read- 03/27/2014

Ready to serve.

(/en/ready-serve/)

1 minute read- Editorial team,

11/10/2014
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than 120,000 gang members

to exit the vicious circle of

violence, addiction, and

incarceration. Their

approach focuses on

changing the way we deal

with young offenders –

from suppression to

treatment and education. It

does not make sense to fight

violence with violence,

kindling more aggression

and hate, since many of the

kids involved simply had no

alternatives and already

experienced more than their

fair share of pain. Criminal

behavior is often the result

of trauma and can only be

cured with meaningful

occupation and insights

that promote renewed

confidence and a sense of

self-worth.

With more and more

initiatives focusing on

introducing Homeboy to

prisons, Father Greg views

this as a future step in the

right direction – and one

that might even remove the

need for detention centers

in the future.

Exterior of the Homeboy Industries

Headquarters

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2014/03/Media-

Kit-Homeboy-Exterior-of-Headquarters.jpg)

To park or not to park.

(/en/parking-signs/)

2 minutes read- Tim Maxeiner,

03/25/2015
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Today, the downtown area is

once again safe to walk

thanks to Homeboy. But if

you think owning a loft here

is the coolest thing ever,

think again. There is

nothing cooler than positive

change – and that is what

Homeboy is all about. So dig

out those old shirts and be

a proud Homeboy!

To find out more check out

Homeboy Industries’

, 

and 

.

Text: Katharina Kowalewski
All the photos, incl. the
header image: Homeboy
Industries
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Robert and Father Greg
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facebook page
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‡ TreePeople.
1 minute read- 03/24/2014

Planting a tree is something

each and every one of us

should do at some point. It

is a seed for our future.

To find out more, we decide

to meet Torin Dunnavant, 

Senior Manager of

Community Engagement.

His ideal city of the future

is a sustainable utopia that

aims to heal rather than

harm. A place that draws

inspiration from the

designs of nature. And, most

importantly, it is a place

that encourages people to

take action to transform

their own neighborhoods

into positive places.

Something he tries to

support himself – with

TreePeople.

TreePeople’s

(http://www.treepeople.org/)

http://www.treepeople.org/
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“Trees play a major role in

making our cities healthier

places to live. They clean

our air, give us oxygen,

provide many psychological

benefits, and – in arid

cities like LA – they play an

important role in

harvesting rainwater.“

Right now, TreePeople is

trying to involve as many

people as possible in

reintroducing nature to our

cities. His goal is to inspire

people to take action – and

to support them when they

are ready.

Starting out from humble

beginnings, the

organization has its roots in

the 1950s when scientists

Colfax Meadows Tree Care, December 15,

2013, Photo: Maria McGinley/ TreePeople

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2014/03/11424881643_a52697babb_c.jpg)

Fruit Tree Festival, 1/18/14, Photo: Maria

McGinley/ TreePeople

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2014/03/12093286565_cd3a511c2e_c.jpg)
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reported significant

numbers of dying trees in

the mountain woodlands

around Los Angeles – and

smog from the swiftly

growing city was identified

as the main culprit. In 1970,

then 15-year-old Andy

Lipkis decided to offset

some of the smog damage in

the San Bernardino

Mountains, soon followed

by a second planting

project in LA with an

impressive 20,000 sugar-

pine seedlings. He inspired

children to donate 50 cents

per tree and plant them

during summer camps.

Evolving from this

California Conservation

Project, Andy Lipkis

founded TreePeople in 1973.

Four decades on, the

project’s journey toward

environmental

sustainability continues

with million-dollar

donations from big

companies, support from

celebrities like Leonardo

DiCaprio, and thousands of

volunteers.

Mayall School Planting 2009, photo: Juan

Villegas

(http://smart-

magazine.com/content/uploads/2014/03/Mayall-

School-Planting-11.20.09-by-Juan-

Villegas-552.jpg)
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“Keep the bar set high.”
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Coming up is a fruit tree

program to feed people in

need. With its impressive

foresight and scope,

TreePeople is far more than

a pleasant Sunday

afternoon hike – it offers a

convincing model for

modern cities eager to

escape the smog and smoke.

Don’t forget to check out the

organization’s 

and 

.

Text: Katharina Kowalewski
Header image: Lycée
International de Los
Angeles, photo: Maria
McGinley/ TreePeople
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TreePeople Eco-tour Mountain Fountain,

photo: Laurie Kaufman
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facebook page
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2 minutes read- Editorial team,
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Food for thought.
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3 minutes read- 
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magazine.com/en/our-

contributors/#42955)
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